Influenza A viruses cause annual influenza epidemics and occasional severe pandemics. Their genome is segmented into eight fragments, which offers evolutionary advantages but complicates genomic packaging. The existence of a selective packaging mechanism, in which one copy of each viral RNA is specifically packaged into each virion, is suspected, but its molecular details remain unknown. Here, we identified a direct intermolecular interaction between two viral genomic RNA segments of an avian influenza A virus using in vitro experiments. Using silent trans-complementary mutants, we then demonstrated that this interaction takes place in infected cells and is required for optimal viral replication. Disruption of this interaction did not affect the HA titer of the mutant viruses, suggesting that the same amount of viral particles was produced. However, it nonspecifically decreased the amount of viral RNA in the viral particles, resulting in an eightfold increase in empty viral particles. Competition experiments indicated that this interaction favored copackaging of the interacting viral RNA segments. The interaction we identified involves regions not previously designated as packaging signals and is not widely conserved among influenza A virus. Combined with previous studies, our experiments indicate that viral RNA segments can promote the selective packaging of the influenza A virus genome by forming a sequence-dependent supramolecular network of interactions. The lack of conservation of these interactions might limit genetic reassortment between divergent influenza A viruses.
Influenza A viruses cause annual influenza epidemics and occasional severe pandemics. Their genome is segmented into eight fragments, which offers evolutionary advantages but complicates genomic packaging. The existence of a selective packaging mechanism, in which one copy of each viral RNA is specifically packaged into each virion, is suspected, but its molecular details remain unknown. Here, we identified a direct intermolecular interaction between two viral genomic RNA segments of an avian influenza A virus using in vitro experiments. Using silent trans-complementary mutants, we then demonstrated that this interaction takes place in infected cells and is required for optimal viral replication. Disruption of this interaction did not affect the HA titer of the mutant viruses, suggesting that the same amount of viral particles was produced. However, it nonspecifically decreased the amount of viral RNA in the viral particles, resulting in an eightfold increase in empty viral particles. Competition experiments indicated that this interaction favored copackaging of the interacting viral RNA segments. The interaction we identified involves regions not previously designated as packaging signals and is not widely conserved among influenza A virus. Combined with previous studies, our experiments indicate that viral RNA segments can promote the selective packaging of the influenza A virus genome by forming a sequence-dependent supramolecular network of interactions. The lack of conservation of these interactions might limit genetic reassortment between divergent influenza A viruses. I nfluenza A viruses (IAVs) belong to the Orthomyxoviridae family and cause annual influenza epidemics and occasional pandemics that represent a major threat for human health (1) . The IAV genome consists of eight single-stranded negative-sense RNA segments (vRNAs), ranging from 890 to 2,341 nucleotides (nts) and packaged as viral ribonucleoproteins (vRNPs) containing multiple copies of nucleoprotein (NP) and a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase complex (2) (3) (4) . The central coding region (in antisense orientation) of the vRNAs is flanked by short, segment-specific untranslated regions and conserved, partially complementary, terminal sequences that constitute the viral polymerase promoter and impose a panhandle structure to the vRNPs (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . The segmented nature of the IAV genome favors viral evolution by genetic reassortment. This process, which takes place when a single cell is coinfected by different IAVs, can generate pandemic viruses that represent a major threat for human health (1) . However, segmentation complicates packaging of the viral genome into progeny virions.
Although it had initially been proposed that the vRNAs are randomly packaged into budding viral particles, several lines of experiment suggest that IAVs specifically package one copy of each vRNA during viral assembly (7) . First, electron microscopy and tomography revealed that the relative disposition of the eight vRNPs within viral particles is not random, even though some variability is tolerated, and they adopt a typical arrangement, with seven vRNPs surrounding a central one (10) (11) (12) . Second, genetic and biochemical analysis revealed that the vast majority of IAV particles contain exactly one copy of each vRNA (7, 13, 14) . Third, analysis of defective interfering RNAs (7, (15) (16) (17) and reverse genetic experiments (7, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) identified specific bipartite packaging signals, most often located within the ends of the coding regions, in each segment. Of note, the terminal promoters are crucial for RNA packaging (8), but they cannot confer specificity to the packaging process (7) .
A selective packaging mechanism requires the existence of direct RNA-RNA or indirect RNA-protein interactions between vRNAs (7). Because all vRNAs associate with the same viral proteins to form vRNPs and no cellular protein has been identified that would specifically recognize an IAV packaging signal, we (10) and others (7, 12, 19) hypothesized that direct interactions between vRNAs might ensure selective packaging. However, these interactions remain elusive. We recently showed that the eight vRNAs of both a human H3N2 IAV (10) and an avian H5N2 IAV (26) form specific networks of intermolecular interactions in vitro, but the functional relevance of these interactions was not demonstrated. Here, we used a biochemical approach to identify, at the nt level, an interaction between two in vitro transcribed vRNAs. Unexpectedly, this interaction occurs between regions not previously identified as packaging signals. We then demonstrated that this interaction is important for infectivity and packaging of the viral genome.
Results
Identification of the Interaction Between vRNA 2 and 8 at the nt Level, in Vitro. Here, we analyzed the interaction between vRNA 2 [coding for the polymerase basic subunit 1 (PB1), the proapoptotic Significance Influenza A viruses cause annual influenza epidemics and occasional severe pandemics. Their genome is segmented into eight RNA fragments, which offers evolutionary advantages but complicates genomic packaging. The existence of a selective mechanism ensuring specific packaging of one copy of each RNA into each virion is suspected, but its molecular details remain unknown. We identified a direct interaction between two viral genomic RNA segments of an influenza A virus and demonstrated that this interaction takes place in infected cells, is required for optimal viral replication, and favors copackaging of the interacting RNA segments. Collectively, our experiments indicate that viral RNA segments can promote selective packaging of the influenza A virus genome by forming a sequencedependent supramolecular network of interactions. protein PB1-F2, and a N-terminally truncated form of PB1 named PB1-N40] and vRNA 8 [coding for non structural protein 1 (NS1) and non structural protein 2/ nuclear export protein (NS2/NEP)] of the exemplar avian H5N2 virus A/Finch/England/2051/91. We focused on this particular interaction because it was the strongest among all of the interactions that we previously detected in vitro between vRNAs from the A/Finch/England/2051/91 (26) or the A/ Moscow/10/99 (10) viruses. We showed by native agarose gel electrophoresis that these two vRNAs form a complex when synthesized and coincubated in vitro (Fig. 1) . Surprisingly, when we deleted the terminal regions of vRNA 8, which are known to contain segmentspecific packaging signals (7, 15, 18, 21, 27) , this complex was not disrupted (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A ). To identify the sequences involved in this interaction, we first analyzed a series of deletion mutants covering the entire vRNA 8 ( Fig. 1 A and B and Fig. S1 A and B) or vRNA 2 ( Fig. 1 C1 and C2 and Fig. S1C2 ), except the highly conserved terminal promoters. Remarkably, in both cases, only one deletion dramatically reduced formation of the complex. In the case of vRNA 8, which is shorter, the deletions were overlapping. As deletion of nts 235-456 strongly reduced the intermolecular vRNA interaction, whereas deletions encompassing nts 57-256 and 435-646 did not, we concluded that the region of vRNA 8 that interacted with vRNA 2 was located between nts 256 and 435 (Fig. 1B, lanes  11-13) . The region of vRNA 2 interacting with vRNA 8 was located between nts 125 and 384 (Fig. 1C2) .
Next, we used a series of oligodeoxyribonucleotides (oligos) spanning region 256-435, delineated by deletion analysis, to define precisely the region of vRNA 8 interacting with vRNA 2 (Fig. 1D and Figs. S1D and S2 ). Only one oligo, complementary to nts 257-285, dramatically reduced the interaction with vRNA 2, whereas the remaining oligos had no significant effect ( Fig. 1D and Fig. S1D ), even though they all hybridized to vRNA 8 ( Fig.  S2) . Interestingly, when we looked for possible base pairing between the regions identified experimentally in vRNAs 8 and 2, using the GUUGle software (28), we found that nts 263-276 of vRNA 8 and 290-303 of vRNA 2 are strictly complementary (Fig. 1E) . Interestingly, these two sequences might adopt local stem-loop structures that could potentially initiate intermolecular interactions by forming a kissing loop complex (29) . In keeping with the proposed interaction, oligos complementary to nts 284-309 of vRNA 2 and to nts 257-285 of vRNA 8 both inhibited the interaction between the two vRNAs ( Fig. 1F and Fig. S1F, lanes  4-5) . Last, we introduced four trans-complementary point substitutions in the putative interacting sequences (Fig. 1E, Lower) . We showed that these substitutions disrupted the interaction between mutant vRNAs and their wild-type (WT) partners ( Fig.  1G and Fig. S1G, lanes 6-7) . However, the two trans-complementary mutant vRNAs interacted with a similar efficiency to WT vRNAs ( Fig. 1G and Fig. S1G, lane 8) . Collectively these data establish the existence of an in vitro interaction between nts 290-303 of vRNA 2 and nts 263-276 of vRNA 8.
The Interaction Between vRNAs 2 and 8 Is Required for Optimal Viral
Replication. We next sought to assess the role of the interaction between vRNAs 2 and 8 in IAV replication. Importantly, the mutations introduced in vRNAs 2
Mut and 8 Mut did not change the amino acid sequence of PB1, PB1-N40, NS1, or NS2/NEP (Fig. S3 ) and did not significantly affect the synthesis of vRNAs 2 and 8 in infected cells (Table S1 ). We observed that viruses containing mutations in segment 2 or in segment 8 (named viruses  2 Mut and 8
Mut
, respectively) exhibited replication defects in MadinDarby canine kidney (MDCK) cells at both 24 and 48 h postinfection ( Fig. 2A) . On average, their tissue culture infectious dose 50 (TCID 50 ) was reduced more than 10-fold (1.11 ± 0.33 log 10 ) compared with the WT virus. In contrast, the virus containing mutations in both segments (named 2 Mut 8 Mut ) replicated at WT levels ( Fig. 2A) . Similarly, the amount of vRNA 7 (coding for M) was reduced by 1.18 ± 0.21 log 10 in the viral supernatant of viruses 2
Mut and 8 Mut relative to the WT virus, whereas the supernatants of WT and 2
Mut 8
Mut viruses contained similar amounts of vRNA 7 (Fig. 2B) . Importantly, viral replication was restored to WT levels when the two mutant vRNAs were combined in the same virus, demonstrating that the interaction between vRNAs 2 and 8 takes place in infected cells (Fig. 2 A and B) . These results might reflect either a decrease in viral particle production or reduced vRNA packaging by the 2 Mut and 8 Mut viruses.
Disruption of the Interaction Between vRNAs 2 and 8 Results in Global
Packaging Defects. To discriminate between these possibilities, we compared the HA titer of the WT and mutant viruses (Fig. 2C) . Intriguingly, WT and mutant viruses had identical HA titers (Fig.  2C) , suggesting that similar amounts of WT and mutant viral particles were produced. To probe the origin of the replication defect, we analyzed cross-sections of budding viruses from three independent experiments by electron microscopy, in which vRNPs appeared as dots inside the viral matrix (10-12) (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4 ). Only 4.88% (20/410) cross-sections of budding WT viruses from three independent infections appeared empty ( Fig.  3A and Fig. S4A ). These empty cross-sections might either correspond to viral particles that have not incorporated vRNPs or to viral particles sectioned below the longest vRNPs (10) (11) (12) . In contrast, 41.40% (231/558) and 42.79% (270/631) of the crosssections of viruses 2 Mut and 8 Mut appeared empty, respectively, reflecting a vRNP packaging defect (Fig. 3 B and C and Fig. S4 B  and C) . Empty viruses frequently appeared as clusters, and some budding sites seemed to produce exclusively empty viral particles (Fig. 3B, Right) . Importantly, the vRNA packaging defect was partially restored in virus 2 Mut 8 Mut , as only 18.81% (108/574) cross-sections were empty (Fig. 3D and Fig. S4D ). The reason for the incomplete restoration of vRNP packaging in the 2 Mut 8 Mut virus is unclear. We noticed that the point mutations introduced in vRNA 2 yield a truncated form (aa 1-57) of the PB1-F2 protein predicted to be expressed by the A/Finch/ England/2051/91 virus. However, this protein has never been implicated in packaging (30) .
To further characterize the effect of the disruption of the interaction between vRNAs 2 and 8 on packaging, we quantified the relative amounts of vRNAs 2, 8, 6, and 7 in the supernatants containing the WT and mutant viruses. Viral RNA 7 codes for the matrix protein M1 and the ion channel M2 and interacts neither with vRNA 2 nor vRNA 8 in vitro (26) , whereas vRNA 6 codes for NA and interacts weakly with vRNA 2 in vitro (26) . Surprisingly, RT-quantitative (q)PCR revealed only minimal variations of the relative amounts of vRNAs 2, 6, 7, and 8 in the mutant viruses, which did not correlate with their loss in replicative efficiency (Fig. 4) . Altogether, these data indicate that disruption of the interaction between vRNAs 2 and 8 has a general, rather than segment-specific, effect on packaging. the genotype of the progeny viruses was analyzed (Table 1) . In these experiments, production of viral particles was strongly biased toward WT and double-mutant viruses, implying that vRNAs that were able to interact were preferentially copackaged. We further validated these conclusions by introducing competition between WT and mutant vRNAs 2 or 8 by first transfecting cells with a plasmid coding for WT or mutated segment 2 or 8, followed by infection with WT or mutant virus (Table S2 ). In line with previous competition experiments, we observed that WT and double-mutant viruses were highly overrepresented [206 (76.9%) of 268 viruses analyzed] among the viral progeny compared with single mutant viruses (Table S2) . Altogether, these competition experiments indicate that interactions between vRNAs play a major role in vRNA packaging.
Discussion
The involvement of direct intermolecular interactions between vRNAs in their selective packaging into viral particles is a longstanding hypothesis (7, 19) . We previously showed that vRNAs from an avian and a human IAV build up complex interaction networks in vitro (10, 26) , but the biological relevance of these interactions was not demonstrated. Here, we combined the strengths of biochemical and virology approaches to demonstrate that one of these interactions is required for efficient vRNA incorporation into progeny virions. Thus, this study, together with previous ones (10, 26) , provides direct supporting evidence of a mechanism in which one copy of each vRNA is selected and packaged as part of a supramolecular complex held together by direct base-pairing between vRNAs. The model is further supported by electron tomography studies, which revealed multiple contacts between vRNPs (10) (11) (12) 26) . Small RNA hairpins, such as those in Fig. 1E , might protrude from the regular vRNP scaffold formed by NP to promote these contacts. The periodicity of the NP double helix would then constitute a key factor in the assembly of the vRNP supramolecular complex (2, 3). The interacting sequences are located at similar distances from the 3′ end of vRNAs 2 and 8 and form antiparallel base pairs. A parallel orientation of the vRNPs does not preclude a locally antiparallel orientation of the interacting strands (10); alternatively, some vRNPs might have an antiparallel orientation within virions. In all IAVs, the eight vRNPs adopt a characteristic arrangement, with seven vRNPs surrounding a central one (10) (11) (12) 26) . Thus, disrupting a vRNA/vRNA interaction might have different effects, depending on the position of the vRNAs involved and the number of interactions these vRNAs establish with other partners. Mutations in conserved codons that act as packaging signals frequently resulted in altered ratios of vRNAs in progeny virions (25, 31) , whereas in other instances, equimolar amounts of vRNAs were packaged, but the overall vRNA content was reduced (32) . Here, we detected no perturbation of the ratio of vRNAs 2, 6, 7, and 8 when the interaction between vRNAs 2 and 8 was disrupted, indicating a general packaging defect. This result suggests that assembly of one copy of each vRNP into a single supramolecular assembly might constitute a checkpoint for viral assembly. Indeed, different vRNAs species colocalize during Rab-11 (a small monomeric GTPase)-dependent trafficking in the cytoplasm (33), suggesting that the supramolecular vRNP assembly might form during this process. Disruption of a vRNA/vRNA interaction might destabilize this complex and affect vRNA trafficking. The general consensus, derived from studies on human H1N1 IAVs (7, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) 34) , is that the segment-specific packaging signals reside within the 100 nts at the end of the vRNA coding regions. It is thus surprising that the sequences involved in the interaction between vRNAs 2 and 8 are located more than 250 nts from the vRNA ends. It is possible that previous studies overlooked the presence of packaging signals in more central vRNA regions because they relied on the presence of a central reporter gene (7, 18, 19, 22, 24, 27) or because they focused on the most conserved parts of the vRNAs, which are the terminal regions (21, 23, 25, 32) . Indeed, recent tomography studies of IAV revealed multiple interactions between the vRNPs, all along the particles (12, 26) . Alternatively, it is conceivable that packaging signals are distributed differently in human and avian IAVs, as the regions of avian and human vRNAs interacting in vitro are different (10, 26) .
Although some highly conserved codons function as packaging signals (21, 25, 31, 32) , the interacting sequences in vRNAs 2 and 8 of the IAV used in this study are only partially conserved in avian H5N2 IAVs (Fig. S5) and are not conserved in human H1N1 and H3N2 IAVs (Fig. S6) . Given the role of this interaction in the copackaging of vRNAs 2 and 8, our study has important implications for genetic reassortment of IAVs, a process that can introduce pandemic viruses in the human population (1). Indeed, the lack of conservation of some of these interactions among IAVs might limit the number of vRNA combinations that are likely to be copackaged into virions, and thus restrict genetic reassortment. In support of this idea, genetically divergent viruses are known to reassort less frequently than genetically similar viruses, and packaging signals have recently been shown to play a crucial role in this process (35, 36) . Furthermore, the precise identification of all intermolecular interactions in the supramolecular network formed by influenza A segments could pave the way for the eventual engineering of reassortant influenza viruses for the generation of vaccine seeds.
Materials and Methods
In Vitro Experiments. Plasmids, cloning, site-directed mutagenesis, and RNA in vitro transcription and purification of vRNAs of the A/Finch/England/2051/91 (H5N2) virus were performed according to standard procedures described in detail elsewhere (26) . Interaction between WT or mutant vRNAs 2 and 8 were determined as described in ref. 26 , using 2 pmol of each RNA. After native agarose gel electrophoresis, the RNA weight fraction of each band in a lane was determined, and the fraction of intermolecular complex was determined by dividing the weight fraction of the corresponding band by the sum of the weight fractions of all bands in the lane. Oligo-mapping experiments were performed as described in ref. 26 .
Cell Culture and Reverse Genetics. MDCK and 293 T-cell cultures were performed as described (10) . The eight vRNA segments from the A/Finch/England/ 2051/91 (H5N2) virus were cloned into the pHW2000 vector to generate viruses by reverse genetics, as described earlier (37, 38) . Briefly, plasmids (1 μg each) were mixed in 100 μL Opti-MEM (Gibco-BRL), together with 2. . After a 1-h viral adsorption period, cells were overlaid with 5 mL EMEM supplemented with 1 μg/mL TPCKtrypsin and further incubated at 34°C. After collecting samples (300 μL), the EMEM volume was completed to 5 mL. Harvested supernatants were centrifuged at 1,500 × g for 10 min and stored at −80°C for analysis. End-point titrations of the collected samples were performed on confluent layers of MDCK cells in 96-well plates, as described (38) . Briefly, 50 μL of 10-fold serial dilutions of each virus were inoculated into four replicate wells. The 96-well microplates were incubated at 34°C, and the presence of cytopathic effects was monitored 3 d later under the microscope. The tissue culture infectious dose 50 per 50 μL values were determined using the Reed and Muench statistical method.
The HA titer of the samples was determined using round-bottomed 96-well plates. Fifty microliters of buffer containing 3.75 mM NaOH, 5 mM KH 2 PO 4 , and 1.5 mM NaCl were added in each well, and twofold serial dilutions were performed by mixing 50 μL virus sample to the first well and transferring 50 μL to the next well. After addition of 50 μL of 0.5% hen erythrocytes in the same buffer to each well, the 96-well plates were incubated for 60 min at room temperature. The HA titer is the highest dilution factor that gives a positive reading.
The amounts of vRNAs 2, 6, 7, and 8 in the supernatants were determined by extracting total viral RNA from the samples using QIAamp viral RNA Mini Kits (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer's instructions, including treatment with RNase Free DNase. Quantification was performed by RTqPCR on a Mastercycler ep realplex 2 (Eppendorf) machine, using the SuperScript III Platinum One-Step qRT-PCR system (Invitrogen) and segmentspecific primers and probes, as described previously for vRNA 7 (39) . For each sample, reactions contained 5 μL total viral RNA, 0.8 mM MgSO 4 , 0.27 μM probe, and 0.67 μM forward and reverse primers, in a final volume of 15 μL. Primers and probes for segments 2 and 8 were designed to allow detection of WT and mutant genes. Cycling conditions were 15 min at 45°C and 3 min at 95°C, followed by 50 cycles (95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 40 s).
To evaluate the effect of mutations in vRNAs 2 and 8 on their replication during a single viral cycle, confluent MDCK cells were infected at a m.o.i. of 5. After virus adsorption for 90 min at 4°C, cells were washed twice with PBS Nine plasmids including WT segments 1 and 3-7 and the combination of WT and mutant segments 2 and 8 indicated in the first two rows of each column were used to transfect 293 T cells. *Probability, for each competition, that the distribution of the two competing vRNAs is random.
and overlaid with 4 mL prewarmed EMEM supplemented with 1 μg/mL TPCK-trypsin and incubated for 3 h. After removal of the supernatant, cells were washed with PBS, and total cellular RNA was extracted from cells with RNeasy Mini Kits (Qiagen), as described earlier, including DNase treatment. Total RNA was quantified using a nanodrop ND-1000 (Thermo). RT-qPCR of segments 2, 6, 7, and 8 were performed as described earlier, with 500 ng total cellular RNA.
Competition Experiments. For competition experiments using nine reverse genetics plasmids, 293 T cells were cotransfected as described earlier.
Supernatants were harvested 48 h posttransfection and used to infect six-well plates of confluent MDCK cells, using 10-fold serial dilutions. After viruses adsorption for 90 min at 37°C, cells were overlaid with 2 mL 1.1% (wt/wt) Difco Noble agar (Becton, Dickinson and Company) in minimum essential medium (MEM) (Gibco) supplemented with TPCK-trypsin (1 μg/mL) and incubated 3-5 d to visualize individual viral plaques. Viruses collected from individual plaques were then amplified on MDCK cells in 48-well plates and stored at −80°C for molecular analysis. For tranfection/infection competition experiments, 10 8 293 T cells were transfected by mixing 0.5 μg plasmid and TransIT-LT1 reagent (Mirus), according to the manufacturer's instructions. Six hours posttransfection, cells were infected with WT or mutant virus at a m.o.i. of 2. One hour later, cells were washed and incubated at 37°C with EMEM supplemented with 1 μg/mL TPCK-trypsin. At 20 hours postinfection (h.p.i.), supernatants were harvested, and individual viruses were purified from plaques as described earlier and amplified on MDCK cells. Viral supernatants were centrifuged at 1,500 g for 10 min and stored at −80°C for molecular analysis.
To determine the genotype of the viruses isolated from plaques, viral RNA was extracted using a RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen), as described earlier. The Uni12 primer (5′-AGC AAA AGC AGG-3′; 200 ng) was annealed to the viral RNA (8.5 μL) for 5 min at 70°C, and then cDNA synthesis was performed with 11 units M-MuLV RT (Euromedex) and 1 mM dNTP (Euromedex) for 1 h at 42°C in a final volume of 20 μL. WT and mutant segments 2 and 8 were identified by PCR, using specific primer pairs. PCR reactions contained 5 μL cDNA, 200 ng each primer, 0.4 mM dNTP (Euromedex), and 1.25 unit GoTaq polymerase (Promega). PCR conditions were denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, 30 cycles of amplification (1 min at 94°C, 1 min at 62°C, and 1 min at 72°C), and a final elongation at 72°C for 5 min. The amplification products were analyzed by 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis.
Ultrathin Section Electron Microscopy. Electron microscopy of 65-nm sections of infected cell culture samples embedded in Epon was performed on a Philips CM 120 transmission electron microscope at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV, as previously described (38) .
Sequence Analysis. The covariation and conservation of base-pair analysis used 308 full-length PB1 and NS sequences that were aligned and downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information Influenza Virus Resource. Sequence analysis was performed with custom scripts written in BioPython (www.biopython.org). Phylogenetic trees were computed using BioNJ of the APE package (40) in the R environment (www.r-project. org). Pairwise distance matrices were calculated using the APE dist.dna function with default options.
